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Fundamental Analysis and Active Portfolio Management
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Why Crypto? One of few undervalued asset classes after crash

Participation in exponential growth of a new technology

Portfolio diversification

Digital gold

Competitive Edge Fundamental analysis

Active portfolio management

Large investment universe

Traditional finance background of team

Long track record

Commitment Founders invested in the fund



Investment Process
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Token Classification
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Store of Value

Global Medium of
Exchange

License / Membership

Participation

Local Medium of
Exchange

Gold Bitcoin

SWIFT XRP

Microsoft EOS

Equity Security Token

WIR Money Ethereum

most valuable
use case

least valuable
use case



Long term valuation of Bitcoin: very attractive

Source: www.buybitcoinworldwide.com as of April 29, 2019
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Bitcoin (1) Bitcoin (1)

Blackcoin (484) XRP (2)

Counterparty (317) Ethereum (3)

Dogecoin (34) Stellar (4)

Feathercoin (328) Bitcoin Cash (5)

Maidsafecoin (65) EOS (6)

Namecoin (232) Litecoin (7)

Potcoin (387) Tether (8)

Solarcoin (503) Bitcoin SV (9)

Vericoin (475) Cardano (10)

Active Portfolio Management is key

Source: cci30.com, SwissRex Confidential, not for distribution

Top 10 in 2015 Top 10 in 2019

dead

the lonely survivor



Performance since inception (June 12, 2018) to April 30, 2019
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Net Performance in CHF
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Fund Facts SwissRex Crypto Fund
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ISIN / Valor / WKN VGG860211058 / 46575535 / A2PG38
Trading Platform Swissquote, Pictet or direct subscriptions (mail to desiree.mueller@swissrexag.com)
Type BVI exempted company
Fund Approved Fund
Asset Class Crypto 
Share Class CHF denominated share class for general investors
Ticker SWICRYP VI
Fund Inception Date 12th of  June 2018
Minimum Investment 10'000 CHF
Management Fee 2% p.a.
Performance Fee 20%, subject to high water mark
Valuation/NAV calculation Monthly, as per the last business day of  each month
Subscriptions Monthly, as per the last calendar day of  each month, 5 cd notice
Redemptions Monthly, as per the last calendar day of  each month, 60 cd notice
Contact desiree.mueller@swissrexag.com (advisor) and investorservices@atubvi.com (administrator)



Contact

SwissRex AG
Bangarten 10
9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein

www.swissrexag.com

Désirée Müller
Founder & Chief  Executive Officer 
m: desiree.mueller@swissrexag.com

Reto Stiffler
Founder & Chief Investment Analyst
m: reto.stiffler@swissrexag.com
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Appendix



Fundamental Valuation of XRP (Ripple)

Source: Swissrex AG, www.onchainfx.com. Feb 20, 2019 Confidential, not for distribution

Average implied velocity 31.6                               
final adoption (% of SWIFT) 1%
Discounting Rate 7%

 2019 2020 2021
XRP 41'706'000'000                45'701'985'000            49'700'641'410             
XRP Inflation 4'000'000'000                  4'000'000'000             4'000'000'000               
Burning XRP 4'015'000                        1'343'590                   3'971'805                     
SWIFT yearly transaction volume 1'825'000'000'000'000      2'007'500'000'000'000 2'208'250'000'000'000   
Yearly onchain volume (in USD) 36'500'000'000                134'358'982'305.02     397'180'481'488           
Total yearly volume (USD) 401'500'000'000              499'358'982'305          762'180'481'488           
Fair value XRP 0.30                               0.35                           0.49                            
Discounted 0.30                               0.32                           0.42                            
Average    4                                    
Marketcap check (bn USD) 340                                



Long-term timing indicator: bullish
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Logarithmic BTC price (blue) 
Average acquisition price (orange)

When the average bitcoin holder panicks due to loss, the bottom is usually in

Source: charts.woobull.com



Short term valuation of Bitcoin: high
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Logarithmic BTC price
NVT ratio = inverse of velocity = «P/S» ratio of token

Source: charts.woobull.com



Long-term bullishness vs. short-term risks
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2021

Source: tradingview.com



How to manage the discrepancy?
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Source: coinmarketcap.com 

Store of Value

Local Medium 
of Exchange

Overweight valuable categories and underweight least valuable categories



Important Notes and Disclaimers

These publication materials (collectively, this “publication") have been provided in order to provide a high-level overview of SwissRex Crypto Fund, certain of the operational and advisory
programs and processes, and certain of their key personnel. This publication is an informational document. It does not constitute an offer and therefore may not be relied upon in connection with
any offer or sale of securities. Any offer or solicitation may only be made pursuant to a Subscription Agreement (or similar document) for the Fund, which will only be provided to informed
offerees and should be carefully reviewed by any such offerees prior to investing. Important disclosures are included throughout this publication and these should be carefully reviewed. This
communication is provided for informational purposes only. In addition, because this communication is only a high-level summary, it does not contain all material information pertinent to an
investment decision, including important disclosures of conflicts and risk factors associated with an investment in a Fund. This publication in and of itself should not form the basis for any
investment decision. This publication should be read in conjunction with, and is qualified in its entirety by, information appearing in the Subscription Agreement (or similar document) for the
Fund and the organizational documents for such a Fund (e.g., limited partnership agreements, articles of association, etc.), which should be carefully reviewed prior to investing. An investment in
the Fund is speculative and entails substantial risks, including the fact that such an investment would be illiquid and subject to significant restrictions on transferability. No market is expected to
develop for interests in the Fund. Financial instruments and investment opportunities discussed or referenced herein may not be suitable for all investors, and potential investors must make an
independent assessment of the appropriateness of any transaction in light of their own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risk and benefits of entering into such a transaction. An
investor in the Fund could lose all or a substantial amount of his or her investment. Returns generated from an investment in any of the Funds may not adequately compensate investors for the
business and financial risks assumed. The products and strategies in which the Fund expects to invest involve above-average risk.

This publication and the material contained herein are confidential and may not be distributed in whole or in part to anyone other than the intended recipients. By accepting receipt of this
publication, the recipient will be deemed to represent that they possess, either individually or through their advisers, sufficient investment expertise to understand the risks involved in any
purchase or sale of any financial instruments discussed herein. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of all or any of this material or the information contained herein is strictly prohibited.
Notwithstanding anything set forth herein, each recipient of this document (and each of the employees, representatives, or other agents of such recipient) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation of any kind, the tax treatment and tax structure of (i) the Funds and (ii) any of their transactions, and all materials of any kind (including, without limitation, opinions or
other tax analysis) that are provided to each recipient relating to such tax treatment and tax structure. Certain information contained in this publication constitutes "forward-looking
statements”, which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as "may", "will", "should", "expect", “panticipate", "target", "project", "estimate", "intend", "continue“, or
"believe" or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or the actual policies, procedures, and
processes of the Advisor and the performance of the Funds may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements and no undue reliance should be placed
on these forward-looking statements, nor should the inclusion of these statements be regarded as the Advisors’ republication that the Funds will achieve any strategy, objectives or other plans.
Such information is believed to be reliable and has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but no republication or warranty is made, expressed, or implied with respect to the fairness,
correctness, accuracy, reasonableness, or completeness of such information. In addition, there is no obligation to update, modify, or amend this publication or to otherwise notify a reader in the
event that any matter stated herein changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
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Important Notes and Disclaimers

The Advisors are not acting and do not purport to act in any way as a fiduciary capacity vis-a-vis any investor in the Funds. Therefore, it is strongly suggested that any prospective investor obtain
independent advice in relation to any investment, financial, legal, tax, accounting or regulatory issues discussed herein. Analyses and opinions contained herein may be based on assumptions that if
altered can change the analyses or opinions expressed. Nothing contained herein shall constitute any republication or warranty as to future performance of any financial instrument, credit, currency
rate or other market or economic measure. The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be prohibited or restricted by law; therefore, people in whose possession this document comes
should inform themselves about and observe such restrictions. Any such distribution could result in a violation of the law of such jurisdictions. The terms summarized above are provided for
informational purposes only and do not constitute a complete overview of the terms of any Fund.

Notice to investors in Switzerland: This publication and any accompanying supplement does not constitute an issue prospectus within the meaning of, and has been prepared without regard to the
disclosure standards for issue prospectuses under article 652a or article 1156 of the Swiss Code of Obligations or the disclosure standards for listing prospectuses under article 27 ff. of the SIX Swiss
Exchange Listing Rules or the listing rules of any other stock exchange or regulated trading facility in Switzerland. The units will not be listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd. or on any other stock
exchange or regulated trading facility in Switzerland. The units will not be distributed in or from Switzerland as defined by the Swiss Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes (CISA) (and
neither this publication nor any other offering materials relating to the collective investment scheme will be made available from this time through distribution in or from Switzerland). The units may
only be acquired by (i) licensed financial institutions, (ii) regulated insurance institutions and (iii) other investors in a way which does not represent a distribution within the meaning of the CISA.
Acquirers of units (investors) do not benefit from protection under the CISA or supervision by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). Neither this publication (including any
accompanying supplement) nor any other offering or marketing material relating to the offering, the collective investment scheme or the units have been or will be filed with, registered or approved by
any Swiss regulatory authority. In particular, the collective investment scheme has not registered, and will not register itself with FINMA as a foreign collective investment scheme.
This publication is strictly confidential, is personal to each specific offeree and does not constitute an offer to any other person. This publication (and any other offering or marketing material relating
to the units or the offering) may only be used by those persons to whom it has been handed out in connection with the offer described therein and may neither be copied nor be distributed or otherwise
made available to other persons, directly or indirectly, without the express consent of the collective investment scheme.
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